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About This Game

Growing pains is a fast and furious platformer which gives the genre a shake up with sleek graphics, a thumping soundtrack and
an ingenious twist that you’ve never seen before. The "Vessel" which you control continually grows and expands leaving you in a
permanent race to clear the area and escape before you get too big and find your butt wedged in a tight spot. Combine this with
tight controls and levels crammed with devious traps and you've got a heart-pounding race guaranteed to leave you with sweaty

palms and a sense of overwhelming satisfaction when you reach the goal.

Growing Pains features 9 massive levels each with 3 difficulty levels that radically change how each level plays out. This is the
kind of game that makes you want to show everyone your skills so all the leaderboards include replays, allowing you to compare

high scores against your friends and the rest of the world. This is a game you can really grow into!
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Growing Pains is one of those aggressively challenging platformers in the Super Meat Boy mold. Unlike SMB, there isn't a great
deal of gameplay here, with just nine scant levels (albeit each containing three difficulty levels that adds traps). For the price I
paid (greatly on sale), I feel I got my money's worth and it was a perfect distraction for me during a time when I didn't feel like
doing much else. Your mileage may vary.. This game could be incredible if it was more fleshed out. The concept is lovely, and
the character handles tightly, but having solid mechanics is not enough for me to recommend it.

I try to only purchase games with aesthetics that really appeal me, so I have no idea why I thought Growing Pains was a good
idea (heck, even the font is corny). The rudimentary graphics made me wonder why this isn't just a broswer Flash game. The
"particles" from the lasers and glow sticks are really nice, which is quite incongruent with the lack of details everywhere else. I
feel that the developers could make it work quite easily by adding touches here and there.

The game only contains nine levels, and that's so inadequate for a paid game! Though there are ten other user levels, the base
game is simply not meaty enough.

Simply put: there are many more platformers that deserve one's attention.. The main concept is you start small, and need to
finish the level before you grow too big and ge crushed. As a premise, this game executes that very well. It puts you up against a
time limit and various obstacles which provide a good enough challenge if you're trying to beat the highest difficulty.

The 2D graphics are by nomeans anything to write home about, but I think they work well in this game, as they need to be easily
visible from many sizes and anything too complex might be difficult to see.

The controls are pretty good although the way the 'ball' you're controlling works can take a bit of getting used to.

Overall, this is a ncie twist on the standard platformer fare, but would have been nicer with more levels.
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